
The article reproduced here, written by Armand Niederberger,

a PhD student of Swiss nationality conducting his research

at the Institute of Photonic Sciences (ICFO) in Barcelona, Spain,

exemplifies the various devices that can be used to address

a nonspecialized audience meaningfully on a scientific topic.

The title of the article, like most titles in the series,

is a pun, meant to be appealing to many readers:

coolest suggests a thermometer that can measure

the lowest temperatures ever but also one that is

most attractive or impressive (informal meaning).

The title is also shorter than for a scientific paper.

Beyond the short blurb (in bold), the article opens

on everyday situations (physicians, cooks, drivers)

to anchor the need for measuring the temperature,

then moves from these to the more scientific need.

Readers may not be familiar with quantum physics

or specifically with the control of quantum gases

(both of them mentioned in a subordinate clause),

but they can still understand the rest of the article.

After a first paragraph that gets the “news” across,

the second introduces the concept of temperature,

which is of course central to the story, with both

an explanation and an analogy (tiny billiard balls).
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The coolest thermometer

Temperature measurements are key in science and techno-

logy. Close to absolute zero, however, they are extremely

difficult. A new method now allows the measuring of some

of the coolest temperatures ever produced.

Physicians measuring their patient’s fever, cooks checking

if the roast is ready, and drivers worried about icy roads—

all of them, and many more, depend on reliable thermome-

ters. Measuring ambient temperatures with limited accu-

racy is a rather trivial task. Close to absolute zero, however,

accurate temperature measurements are still a major chal-

lenge. Researchers of the Ketterle-Pritchard group at the Mas-

sachusetts Institute of Technology (mit) in Cambridge, ma,

usa, have now presented a technique to measure ultracold

temperatures, which are needed for many quantum physics

experiments. The new tool is capable of measuring temper-

atures in the order of a billionth of a kelvin above absolute

zero, holding the promise of taking us a step further in the

control of quantum gases.

Intuitively speaking, temperature is a measure of how much

the particles constituting an object are moving. For example,

in a classical gas like air at room temperature, particles be-

have like tiny billiard balls bouncing through space at rather

high speeds. The temperature of the gas is proportional

to the mean kinetic energy of the particles and a powerful

parameter in thermodynamics.

http://www.opfocus.org


For an ideal classical gas, temperature increase means that

the particles are bouncing around more. Consequently, the

gas will either expand its volume or its pressure. Interest-

ingly, the same intuitive argument holds for most solids and

fluids. For example, steel expands with temperature, which

is important to consider for the construction of railway lines.

For some materials, expansion with temperature is so uni-

form over large temperature scales that they are used for

building thermometers. A typical mercury thermometer, for

example, simply links the expanding liquid mercury to a tem-

perature scale, allowing one to easily deduce the tempera-

ture. Other approaches, such as bimetal thermometers, also

rely on the expansion of matter to indicate the temperature.

Such direct ways of measuring temperature have been very

successful for many centuries and work with great accuracy

in a temperature range from −200ºC up to several hundred

degrees Celsius.

By their nature, low temperatures are characterized by very

small amounts of kinetic energy of the constituting particles.

In a classical picture of the world, the absolute zero is, by

definition, the temperature at which all particles are at zero

motion: −273.15ºC, defined as 0 K. As it turns out, however,

the concepts of classical physics are of little use at such

temperatures, and matter exhibits an increasing number of

unique quantum physical phenomena. Experiments at tem-

peratures of less than a millionth of a degree above absolute

zero have to be shielded considerably against heating from

the surrounding laboratory in which the experiments are

done. Furthermore, measurement accuracy in these regions

needs to be far better than the usual 0.1ºC or 1ºC of an every-

day fever thermometer. New technological approaches are

therefore needed at such low temperatures.

Current ultralow-temperature measurements typically ana-

lyze the expansion of a free atomic cloud, a quantum gas. The

atomic distribution is compared to the model description of

the cloud and thus indicates the experimental temperature.

This method works well in a broad range of experimental

setups — but as soon as the experiment is performed in an

optical lattice, this approach is severely limited. Examples

that cause these limitations include the removal of the optical

lattice in order to study the free expansion of the cloud, or

the difficulty to estimate the many parameters needed for

the calculation of the free expansion.

The mit group has now introduced a new way of measuring

ultralow temperatures of quantum gases that are held in

Throughout, the article strive to make connections

with concepts or applications with which readers

are familiar, such as the use of steel for railway lines

or mercury for medical or household thermometers.



an optical lattice, called spin-gradient thermometry. “Our

method”, David Weld, member of the mit group, explains,

“can be compared to a receptacle containing two fluids of dif-

ferent density, one on top of the other. The two components

we use are almost exactly on the border between miscible

and immiscible, which is what allows the applied gradient to

control the energy of the domain wall”. In this picture, the

gravitational force (gradient) is responsible for the separation

of the two fluid phases and the interface between the two

fluids depends on the temperatures. One fluid may be thought

of as spin up, the other as spin down. The more the particles

of the fluids move, the more they mix. Therefore higher

temperatures lead to a larger interface between the two fluids

and thus to a different spin gradient. Now, one can predict

the expected overlap of two components of a quantum gas—

ultracold rubidium atoms in a Mott insulating phase in the

mit experiment — and compare it to the observed overlap.

A fitting between calculation and observation then indicates

the temperature of the quantum gases.

"Ubiquitous phase transitions such as the melting of ice illus-

trate the fundamental significance of temperature for the

Oil-water illustration of spin-gradient thermometry At

low temperatures, oil and water do not mix and form clearly

separated phases with a tiny interface (left). At higher tem-

peratures, the interface region is considerably larger, allow-

ing one to deduce the temperature of the fluids (right).

To illustrate the idea of spin-gradient thermometry

with an analogy, Armand conducted an experiment

of oil-water separation. He put both oil and water

in a glass, placed the glass in his own oven at home,

let the oven stabilize at two different thermostat

values, and each time took a picture of the glass.

This simple procedure, using everyday equipment

and supplies yet carried out with care, provided

him with a powerful visual illustration for his article.

To bring the topic closer to the audience, Armand

uses direct discourse, like many newspaper articles.

He contacted both David Well and Dominik Schneble,

so he could not only collect additional information

but also quote them wherever useful in his article.



macroscopic properties of matter”, Dominik Schneble from

Stony Brook University, ny, usa explains. As another exam-

ple, he points out that ferromagnetism requires temperatures

below the so-called Curie temperature. "Magnetic behavior,

for sufficiently low temperatures”, he continues, “is also pre-

dicted to exist in bulk systems of ultracold atoms in optical

lattices, which may thus be used to simulate and study fun-

damental magnetic phenomena in solid-state physics, with

ultimate experimental control. However, the observation of

magnetism in these systems will require extremely low tem-

peratures in the subnanokelvin range, which have not yet

been achieved. In the ongoing quest to reach the necessary

temperatures experimentally, it is important to have a suit-

able diagnostic tool for temperature. The thermometer de-

veloped by Weld and coworkers provides exactly that”.

In these first experiments, the errors on the measurements

are still rather large: 15–20%. “Even so”, Weld points out, “the

thermometer already works in situations where no other ther-

mometer does and can measure extremely low temperatures”.

Spin-gradient thermometry experiment with Mott insula-

tors At low temperatures, the two components of the quan-

tum gas — spin up and spin down — are clearly separated (a),

whereas they overlap considerably at higher temperatures

(b). Image analysis (c,d) allows one to deduce the tempera-

ture by comparison to the known, theoretical temperature

dependency of the two phases and their interface region.

To address a range of potential readers, this figure

shows the same phenomenon in three different ways:

schematic drawings (top), micrographs (middle),

and graphs (bottom). The graphs are uncluttered;

in particular, they display sober, minimalist scales.



Both Weld and Schneble are therefore intrigued by the po-

tential of this new approach. “Spin-gradient thermometry”,

Schneble concludes, “is a powerful, simple, and unique diag-

nostic tool to determine ultralow temperatures in strongly

correlated atomic systems, and I think that it will play an

important role in the future”.

Spin-gradient thermometry in a nutshell The thickness

of the interface region allows to deduce the temperature of

the fluids.

Setup of the ultracold thermometer Creating and mea-

suring temperatures close to absolute zero requires an elab-

orate experimental setup with no resemblance to a classical

thermometer.

A photograph of the installation helps the readers

see what kind of thermometer the article is about.

This installation is probably unlike any thermometer

they have ever seen. The window in the background

helps provide a sense of scale (a person standing

next to the device would have worked better still).


